
CONCEPT: GREEN

LIVING ROOM Kulturhaus Familiar 
 Makerspace Lively – Neighborhood Driven 
 Outdoor Gathering Spaces Hard+Softscape 
 Community Gathering Diverse Neighborhood Users 
 Green Space – Indoor/Outdoor  
  Passive Recreation  
 Programmed Activity  
 Public Art  
 Food Trucks  
 
CENTRAL NODE Information Center Both Populations 

(Commuters/Residents) 
 Green space – Indoor/Outdoor Transition Area 
 Outdoor Gathering Spaces Missing Link 
 Office Space Pedestrian Focused 
 Passive Recreation  
    
   
 
ONE-STOP-SHOP Commuter Needs Indoor/Outdoor Spaces 
 Green space – Indoor/Outdoor Feels Public/Open 
 (Public) Outdoor Gathering 

Spaces 
Both Metro + S-Tog Entries 

 Office Space Gradient of Activity 
 Passive Recreation Transient-Driven 
  (Pop-Up) Market 24 hours (CEPTD) 
  Spontaneous/Dynamic 
  Less Programmed 
 

PERMEABILITY
Pourous surfaces are 
ideal in urban nature; 
our site strives to allow 

as possible to connectio 
human systems to 
ecological systems. 

Most Pourous
Typologies

Minimally Pourous
Typologies
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s
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Urban nature stems from the lack of nature within dense, urban settings: as many 
natural or biological organisms make their way through the urban hardscape to 

 softness to the city. Our focus is on plant typologies and material 
typologies, which when combined, leads to scales of green vertically and 
horizontally.

TiliaBetula AesculusFraxinus

Rumex Alopecurus Anthoxanthum Lychnis

Ranunculus Succisa Campanula Stellaria Anemone

Sample Planting Palette:

CONCEPTUAL PROGRAM

(EXTREME) URBAN NATURE PEDESTRIAN-FOCUSED CIRCULATION

LIVING ROOM

GATEWAY

T

The site pulls from a diverse selection of 
users: students, refugees, immigrants, 
Danish, commuters, and many other 
global nationalities; in a sense it is 
one of Copenhagen s most diverse 
neighborhoods. Due to this, we 
attempted to create areas for a mix of 
users, with two areas geared at opposite 
users (commuters + Norrebro residents,) 
and one area designed for a true mix of 
users. First, we looked at the potential 
user groups and their needs; in following 
the design approach of creating a 
pedestrian-focused environment, we 

programs by imagining different users 
moving throughout the site. We then 
developed a potential program list of 
activities and descriptive phrases to set 
the scene for what should take place in 
the given space.

Detail section of stacked bike parking abutting private gar-
dens on southern half of site near metro entrance.

PEDESTRIAN

BICYCLE

TRANSIT

MOTORIZED

BASE

In terms of circulation, pedestrians are the priority of the new Norrebro Transit 
Hub. Bicycles are prioritized, however, due to many hyper local residents not 
coming from bicycle cultures, it is not prioritized at this site like it is at other 
locations in Copenhagen.
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NORREBRO

GREEN ROUTES
A Radical Critique on Urban Nature

  ekil ytinutroppo na htiw tub ,ysae reven si gnittes nabru ,esned a gnineerG
the Norrebro transit hub, there is no betterr location to test the theory of 

 to the maximum.1

GREEN ROUTES

PUBLIC SPACE TRANSPORTATION GREEN SPACE CLIMATE + RETENTION
Shown above in diagram format includes the natural and 
infrastructure approaches to the site, including, but not 
limited to, stormwater retention (blue) green street + a new 
connection (orange + green,) and the site contours and low 
and high points.

Norrebro has the least amount of green space per person 
in Copenhagen, as shown below in the table. Surprisingly, 
there is a large amount of private green space, so the focus 
is to bring more usable, public green space to the 
residents of Norrebro and the commuters passing through 
the site. The best way to bring green space is to bring it at 
an intensity that will create a place.

Norrebrogale isthe main 
thoroughfare essentially 
cutting this site into north 
and south halves. With 
the new Norrebro Metro 
Station opening in 2018 
and the current, heavily-
used Norrebro S-Tog 
Station at the heart of the 
site, it is imperative to work 
with the transportation 
and circulation patterns 
throughout the site and 
improve them for the 
general, public realm. 

Surprisingly, there is a large public realm. However, the 
space is not designated appropriately; pedestrians are 

redesignation of space is imperative.



The Living Room
1. Open Space for Events
2. Food Trucks
3. Water Retention Space
4. Outdoor Classroom
5. Culture House / Green House
6. Back Patio
7. Multi-family Entrance

The Living Room caters to local residence with a large culture house and outdoor 
gathering area. The greenspace adjacent to the buildings is an abstracted form of the 
historic WWII bunkers with an exaggerated raised topography to allow for pedestrian 
usage and water retention. The greenspace is abutted to the central gathering node of 
the living room which allows for food trucks and large pedestrian outdoor events. The 
culture house has a large open base-floor plan which includes a large communal kitchen, 
outdoor classroom, rentable event space and a greenhouse on the upper level. This site 
in particular has multi-family residential units along the western edge; in order to design 
with these residences in mind the living room site provides more vegetation around the 
entrances to provide privacy and a sense of threshold from the public realm. This site 
seeks to provide more usable public space for those who live in and around Norrebro. 
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The Southern half of the site houses both the elevated Norrebro S-Tog station 
and the new Norrebro Metro station (opening in 2018.) We view this as the 
‘One-Stop-Shop’ within our site as a whole: it’s the place for commuters to stop 
by quickly or for locals to stop by a retail makerspace for a carefully crafted lo-
cal good. This part of the site is the largest and has the most space for water 
retention in the case of the 100-year storms predicted to occur more often than 
in the past due to climate change. The proposed Metro entry/exit is open to the 
natural elements to allow pedestrians to understand the movement of water. 

Norrebro Transit Hub
A MULTI SCALE APPROACH TO 
GREENING THE URBAN ENIVIRONMENT Retail
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Circulation

Diagram represent-
ing approximate 
bicycle parking loca-
tions.

Walking

Bike Parking

1000 Bikes

P

D - Section

A diagrammatic section of the west-
ern edge showing the exposed to-
pography, which rises approximately 
three meters to act as covered bicy-
cle parking along a main pathway. 

D - Section

G

F

E

The three sections to the right represent the 
categorization of a complete streets concept: 
pedestrian-focused, balanced, and green 
street. Pedestrian-focused streetscapes re-
moves all motorized and transit access and 
focuses on ‘greening’ the pedestrian envi-
ronment. A balanced streetscape simply bal-
ances the space designated to pedestrians 
and motorized movement systems. Lastly, the 
green street category focuses on the climate 
adaptation aspect which is a current new fo-
cus for the City of Copenhagen. 
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G - Section

Pedestrian Focused
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Balanced Streetscape

Green Street
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View

Green Routes



permeable pavers
level of permeability: 

2

retention
use: separating pathway 

typologies
level of permeability: 1

kulturhus
uses: one-stop-shop typologies, i.e. community 

services, childcare, resource center

sidewalk
(as is)

bike lane
(as is)

traffic lane
(as is)

primary pathway
level of permeability: 4

sunken ampitheater
level of permeability: 5

enclosed s-tog track underbody
uses: makerspace (shown), community services, retail and commercial,

 neighborhood meeting space, office...

permeable pavers
level of permeability: 

2

retention
use: separating pathway typologies

level of permeability: 1

primary pathway
level of permeability: 4

primary pathway
level of permeability: 4

retention
use: separating pathway typologies

level of permeability: 1

sidewalk
(widened from 

existing 
conditions)

bike lane traffic lane
(green street additions)

Poros tank
Permeable to the earth

Sewer
Sewer

Daylight & Filter 
Storm Water

Section
A-A

Section
B - B

Water Path

Water Arrangement
Water Streategy

Water Recycle

Daylight & Bio-Filter
Storm Water Rediation

Collect and Reuse 
the Grey Water

Poros Pipe
Permeable to the 
earth

Poros tank
Permeable to the 
earth

non

Green Routes


